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ABSTRACT

An analytical simulation package has been developed by LinCom Corporation for
analytical verification of bit error rate and tracking services performance for both S- and
K-band Shuttle user service through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS). The purpose of this effort was to provide a tool to assess overall system
performance as well as the sensitivity to key subsystem parameters and to ensure
compatibility of TDRSS and Shuttle transponder performance specifications. The
evaluation is based on analytical simulation, i.e., a combination of simulation techniques
and analytical performance evaluation. This allows the use of a more realistic signal format
than is possible with a purely analytical approach and maintains the advantage of short
computation time. The Shuttle forward and return link models and the main features of the
simulation are described. Sample results of the computer runs are provided for current
power budgets and system design parameters.

INTRODUCTION

LinCom Corporation has developed an analytical simulation package which allows the
analytical verification of data transmission performance through TDRSS satellites [1,2].
Development of this simulation package has required performing an analytical evaluation
of several key communication features of the TDRSS services in order to insure the
consistency of TDRSS and Shuttle user spacecraft transponder performance specifications.
Analytical models of the Shuttle transponder, TDRS, TDRSS ground terminal, and link
dynamics have been developed for the forward and return links.

Analytical simulation has been used as the basis for developing a computer simulation
model which defines the service performance capability of the TDRSS as a function of



specific subsystem characteristics. The model includes the dynamic effects of the TDRS/
ground terminal links and TDRS/Shuttle links. The analytical characterization includes all
factors which affect TDRSS services for representative operational conditions. This
includes (but is not limited to) the following: channel linear and nonlinear distortions
(AM/AM and AM/PM effects, TWT backoff, amplifier limiting), oscillator phase noise
sources, additive thermal noise sources, filtering effects in the TDRS and ground station,
demodulation and despreading losses for balanced and unbalanced QPSK signals, bit
synchronization effects, and convolutional coding performance. At present the program has
the capability of predicting the bit error rate performance for SSA and KSA forward links
and the return dedicated links. Both coherent and noncoherent turnaround
implementations, operating via the hybrid and cross-support tracking modes are available.
Phase noise equivalent models of the links have been developed and a separate software
package is available for use in predicting bit error rate degradations.

The analytical simulation program can be used for several purposes:

(1) To perform a detailed evaluation of several key communication features of the
Shuttle services in order to insure the consistency of TDRSS and Shuttle user
spacecraft transponder performance specifications.

(2) To verify that the TDRSS return link and tracking services are provided without
degradation for a Shuttle user with transmitted signal characteristics within the
Shuttle user constraints of NASA Specifications [3].

(3) To simulate the full range of permissible Shuttle spacecraft characteristics in order
to meet the TDRSS achievable data rate.

(4) As a verification tool of Shuttle spacecraft characteristics with TDRSS operational.

In order to fulfill these purposes the program must accurately model the true signal format,
filtering, nonlinear channel effects and any other parameter affecting data transmission or
tracking performance. Input and output must be in terms of parameters relevant to the
design engineer. In the following we will discuss the model used for the signal and the
transmission path, the analytical approach used and finally give some results obtained
using the program.

LINK MODEL

The TDRSS system accomodates a wide range of data rates and formats. This flexibility
must be reflected in the link model making it too complex for a detailed presentation. The
essential elements of a typical TDRSS link are shown in Fig. 1. The upper path represents
the forward (ground-to-Shuttle) link. The signal source generates a BPSK signal with
certain distortions due to imperfect hardware. This is symbolized in Fig. 1 by the distortion
vector d, whose components are summarized in Table 1.



On the uplink (ground to TDRS) the signal is further corrupted through fading and the
addition of white Gaussian noise. In the repeater the signal and noise are filtered and
amplified by a TWT which introduces AM/AM and AM/PM distortion. The retransmitted
signal and uplink noise are received by the Shuttle and further immersed in white Gaussian
downlink noise.

Figures 2 and 3 show S-band and K-band Shuttle forward links (Ground Station-to-TDRS-
to-Shuttle user) respectively and summarize their salient features.

Figure 4 shows the S-band Shuttle return link model. Using the Shuttle S-band service
characteristics defined in NASA S-805-1 specifications [3], the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System Users’ Guide [4], and the block diagram of Figure 4, the total allowable
losses including clear weather/rain margin is 3.8 dG as shown in Eb/N0 budget of Table 2.
Preliminary LinCsim results show that 3.1 dB loss has to be apportioned to TDRS and
ground station degradations.

For Shuttle K-band return service (Figure 5) two modes of operation are available. Mode 1
service provides three data channels. Channel 1 (192 Kbps) and channel 2 (up to 2 Mbps)
both modulate an 8.5 MHz subcarrier. The modulated composite 8.5 MHz subcarrier then
modulates an RF carrier. The channel 3 data stream (up to 100 M symbols/sec after
convolutional coding) biphase modulates the quadrature channel of the same RF carrier.
The resultant signal is transmitted to the TDR satellite via a TWTA.

In mode 2, channels 1 and 2 QPSK modulate an 8.5 MHz subcarrier, which is summed
with an analog signal having 4.2 MHz bandwidth. This composite signal frequency
modulates another carrier, and is then transmitted to TDRS. The intermodulation noise due
to modulator and demodulator nonlinearities, transmission deviations, AM to PM
conversion, etc. are the major degradation sources in the FM channel.

The Bit Error Rate Performance of the Shuttle K-band Mode 1 and Mode 2 return link
shall be evaluated using LinCom’s analytical simulation. Table 3 shows as an example the
Eb/N0 budget for Shuttle Ku-band return link Mode 1. The allowable downlink degradation
at the ground station and TDRS degradation of items (13) and (14) are to be evaluated.
Figure 6 shows the Shuttle KSA dedicated return link model for data transmission via
TDRS satellite.

The TDRS equivalent phase noise model is illustrated in Figure 7. Whereas phase noise
sources of TDRSS forward and return communications and tracking services are given in
Table 4. LinCom has recently developed a TDRSS phase noise model [5]. This model has
been modified for incorporation into the software package to evaluate BER performance as
a function of various phase noise sources.



ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Two fundamentally different approaches can be used to determine performance of such a
nonlinear transmission system. One, used and described by many investigators [6,7], is
time domain simulation, the other is the analytical performance characterization [8]. Both
approaches have their advantages and their limitations. The purely analytical approach
gives fast results even for cases where performance is limited by uplink noise. However,
when the transmitter is severely bandwidth restricted receiver performance can no longer
be adequately predicted. Time domain simulation on the other hand is accurate and
reasonably fast on channels where the only noise source is at the receiver but simulation
time is excessively long when the uplink noise is strong or the repeater power amplifier is
shared by several signals.

The present program combines the two approaches by using time domain simulation
techniques to characterize the signal at the input to the nonlinear amplifier and the
conditional probability method to find the statistics of the TWT output and to compute
error rates. Separate modules in the program compute the performance of the PN-
despreader, demodulator and timing recovery subsystems and their effect on bit error rates
and tracking performance.

Program development is continuing to accomodate multiple signals sharing the nonlinear
repeater and adaptive equalization models.

ANALYTICAL SIMULATION RESULTS

The analytical simulation program was exercised for the Shuttle-TDRSS S-band return link
as an example to establish link performance degradations and the sensitivity of the bit error
probability to various signal distortion parameters. Figures 8 and 9 show the bit error rate
as a function of the uplink (Shuttle to TDRS) CNR for a fixed downlink (TDRS to ground)
CNR. )CNR=0 represents the design point CNR. In Figure 8 all distortion parameters are
set to zero except for the data asymmetry which is varied between 0 and 15%. In Fig. 9 all
distortion parameters are set to their design value except for the data asymmetry.

In Figs. 10 and 11 the CNR degradation is plotted as a function of the distortion
parameters at the design error rate of 10-4.
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